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Content moderation is an essential part of online community health and governance. While much of extant
research is centered on what happens to the content, moderation also involves the management of violators.
This study focuses on how moderators (mods) make decisions about their actions after the violation takes place
but before the sanction by examining how they “profile” the violators. Through observations and interviews
with volunteer mods on Twitch, we found that mods engage in a complex process of collaborative evidence
collection and profile violators into different categories to decide the type and extent of punishment. Mods
consider violators’ characteristics as well as behavioral history and violation context before taking moderation
action. The main purpose of the profiling was to avoid excessive punishment and aim to integrate violators
more into the community. We discuss the contributions of profiling to moderation practice and suggest design
mechanisms to facilitate mods’ profiling processes.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Online abuse, such as hateful speech, sexual harassment, personal attack, and doxing, is a severe
and pervasive social problem. According to a research survey in January 2020, 44% of Americans
report that they experience online harassment. In some cases, these experiences are coupled with
other impacts, such as anxiety and thoughts of depression and suicide [1].
In order to reduce online abuse and maintain the growth and health of online communities,
commercial platforms apply many techniques to filter abusive language, such as improving algorithms and applying tools (e.g., [2, 11, 43, 45]). However, violators always seek ways to circumvent
the algorithms and cheat the tools with variants [10, 30]. To supplement algorithmic moderation,
platforms also rely on human moderators (mods), either active volunteer users [66] or well-trained
content experts [58], to manually remove user-reported content or review incidents in contextsensitive situations [62]. When dealing with harmful content, mods also try not to push hard to
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alienate community members [69] as many presumed violators feel frustrated and complain that
the content removal is unfair and lacks transparency [42, 44, 51].
Since community growth and health is about not only punishing but also maintaining users
by setting positive examples [65], understanding users’ characteristics is a good way to avoid
sanctioning users by mistake and to improve the perceived justice and fairness. Checking a user’s
account information, which is a good indicator of a user’s characteristics (e.g., [27, 37, 74]) and a
reference to the user’s commonalities with others (e.g., [52, 68]), is one way to do so. As account
information and activities reveal users’ behaviors, profiling, which refers to the dynamic process of
collecting and integrating users’ information and activities to find their behavioral patterns and
characteristics [49], is vital for mods to understand bad actors, a challenge highlighted by prior
research [42, 45].
In line with recent HCI and CSCW research proposing to understand bad actors [4, 48], this
work aims to explore how mods psychologically profile violators in live streaming communities.
Due to the lack of HCI theories associated with profiling, we used criminal profiling [40] as a lens
to understand moderators’ mental models about the profiling process and types of violators. To
achieve this goal, we first observed moderation work through mods’ self-recorded videos. Using
videos as probes, we then interviewed mods while watching the videos. In the interviews, we asked
their reasoning to deal with violators, such as the information they are looking for and the reason
for their judgment.
This work contributes to understanding mods’ mental models regarding what happens after
violation but before sanction. In most cases, profiling allows mods in micro-communities to understand violators’ characteristics to avoid excessive punishment or, more importantly, mediate and
support community members. We present their profiling process, how they collect information for
profiling, and the violators’ types with various moderation strategies. We discuss how the platform’s affordances and design affect profiling ; we also discuss how profiling can potentially grow
the community through increasing justice and fairness and distinguishing bad actors. Finally, we
suggest social and technical interventions that could assist in profiling in the moderation process.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Content Moderation

Moderation refers to “the governance mechanisms that structure participation in a community to
facilitate cooperation and prevent abuse” [33] and is the gateway for online communities to thrive
as harassment, trolls, and hate speech are increasing in these spaces [4], ranging broadly from
learning communities (e.g., [67, 81]) to crowd-sourcing communities (e.g., [14, 19]) to social media
platforms (e.g., [20, 45, 58, 66]). Moderators (mods) are gatekeepers [58] of commercial platforms
to maintain the community health and growth [69] with the power to remove harmful content and
sanction users posting the content, namely violators. However, abusing moderation power or overly
sanctioning users could deter community engagement and alienate community members [69]. Mods
have to trade off the punishment efficacy and community growth [14, 69]. Mods in community
moderation play various fluid roles to shape the communities [64]; they collaborate with other
mods [55] and apply moderation tools to curate content [43], and help the community leader to
manage user engagement [80]. Mods also suffer from emotional tolls like lack of appreciation from
the community administrator [79] and have to handle the emotional labor [22]. They might even
experience impairment of psychological well-being [70] due to facing harmful content and doing
the dirty work for a long time [58]. Though a lot of research explores how mods handle violations
and their impact, there is a lack of understanding of how mods perceive violators/bad actors.
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According to the moderation sequence, prior moderation work focuses on 1) proactively preventing mechanism, 2) reactively sanctioning mechanism, 3) the impact of sanctioning on users.
A thread of research focuses on proactively preventing bad acts through norm-setting [13, 26]
and increasing the violation cost [33]. For example, Seering et al. [63] reveals that using small
interventions like CAPTCHAs as stimuli to promote a positive mindset of users can successfully
activate users’ positive affect and their behaviors in the chat. Another thread of research focuses on
reactively sanctioning users, such as deleting content and banning users. This thread of research
mainly explores how mods collaborate with moderation tools [43] and how to use computational
approaches to automatically detect and filter harmful content, such as labeling and classification [3]
and moderation tool design [5, 11]. The third thread of research focuses on the impact of sanctions
on users, either normal users [45, 65] or violators [14, 42, 44]. For example, Seering et al. [65] finds
that banning a particular type of behavior decreases the frequency of that behavior performed by
normal users in the following messages in Twitch chat. On Wikipedia, nearly half of first-time
violators who are temporarily blocked either recidivate or abandon the community [14].
While most prior work investigates the prevention of violation, the sanction mechanism, and the
impact of sanction on users, there is a lack of understanding of what happens after the violation
but before a sanction, a small gap in our understanding of the moderation sequence. Aside from
removing content and sanctioning users, recent work shows that educating violators is an effective
strategy to get rid of toxicity [6]. Others suggest that when considering online behaviors as
harassment, we should also consider the context [9]. We are motivated by such results in moderation
work and explore the mental process of mods. Why do mods decide to punish some but not others
behaving similarly? How do they decide who should be punished?
2.2

Criminal Profiling

Criminal profiling, also called “psychological profiling” or “offender profiling”, is “an educated
attempt to provide investigative agencies with specific information as to the type of individual who
committed a certain crime” [29]. Similarly, Egger [25] defines criminal profiling as “an attempt to
provide investigators with more information on the offender who is yet to be identified.” Generally,
criminal profiling is the process of gathering evidence both at the scene of a crime and from the
victims and witnesses to construct a biographical sketch of the criminal [50]. Hicks and Sales
[40], in their book dedicated to the development of criminal profiling, propose that crime scene
evidence is the primary source of investigative information available to investigators, including
physical evidence and victim information and statements, and that the offender’s characteristics
cause them to leave particular pieces and patterns of evidence during the crime. Through these
shreds of evidence, the investigator pieces together the offender’s characteristics to figure out the
types of offenders.
Focusing on the roles that evidence can play in informing a timeline and narrative of the crime,
Chisum and Rynearson [16] classify physical evidence into different types such as sequential
(sequence of events surrounding a criminal act), directional (where something was going and
coming from), location (position and orientation of people and objects surrounding the scene), and
limiting (the nature and boundaries of the crime scene) evidence. The breakdown of evidence can
facilitate answering “who,” “what,” “ when,” “where,” “how,” and sometimes “why” questions about
the commission of the crime [17]. The evidence is usually collected by the crime scene investigation
team consisting of photographers and specialists and then sent to forensic psychologists and
other experts to analyze [57]. Criminal profiling shows how a group of researchers systematically
collect evidence and deduct criminals’ characteristics based on the evidence and is worthwhile
for police investigation because of its improvement in the scientific rigor of research (e.g., see the
meta-analysis by [23, 28]).
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Criminal profiling plays different roles in the criminal justice system in three phases: criminal
investigation, apprehension, and prosecution [40]. In the investigation phase, profiling aims to
link evidence as part of a series to identify physical and psychological characteristics of unknown
offenders, to predict the pre-and post-offense behaviors that an offender might show, and to evaluate
the potential escalation of certain criminal behaviors. In the apprehension phase, profiling suggests
evidence collection on the search warrants or interrogation techniques eliciting a confession from
an offender and predicts an offender’s behaviors on the arrest. In the prosecution phase, profiling
works as providing expertise in the courtroom to demonstrate the linking of multiple offenses to
one individual or to match a particular individual to the relevant crime(s) [40, p13]. In this study,
we mainly focus on the investigation phase, which aims to understand violators’ characteristics or
evaluate violators’ behaviors to avoid similar violations happening in the future.
2.3

Applying Criminal Profiling to Community Moderation and in Live Streaming
Communities

Much research in HCI discusses profiling normal users online, such as how to develop different
types of clustering, how to use algorithms to cluster users and develop different personas (e.g.,
[15, 24, 59]), and how to predict users’ preferences and provide better services (e.g., [34, 56, 72, 73]).
Stainbock [71] reveals the connection of general profiling using algorithms and criminal profiling
and states that “data mining’s computerized sifting of personal characteristics and behaviours
(sometimes called ‘pattern matching’) is a more thorough, regular, and extensive version of criminal
profiling”. In these contexts, the person conducting the profiling is usually an industry professional
and targets the regular user but not violators. Little research in user profiling literature focuses
on collecting the moderated information to profile violators, the information that is removed and
invisible to the public. Mods have access to both the normal content visible to the public and the
invisible violative content, owning the advantage to see the holistic scenario to understand a user’s
behavior and characteristics. Though some work focuses on collecting moderated information to
understand violations, no specific work applies the profiling lens to understand violators.
In community moderation, criminal profiling has been used as a lens to exemplify how Wikipedia
moderation tools work as profiling agents, from observing and catching vandalistic edits to finally
generating patterns using either structured decision-making or a black-box approach [21]. Additionally, some research points out the necessity for human mods to collect evidence for their
decision-making during the moderation process. For example, Jiang et al. [46] found in live voice
chat on Discord, mods face challenges to collect evidence of potential violators, sometimes even
with the risk of violating privacy policy to secretly record voice as evidence. Kiene et al. [47] also
found that the moderation tools are insufficient for organizing and retrieving information for mods
to make consistent decisions towards violations and that mods seek user-developed bots to track
information of community members. Research in live streaming communities shows that some
mods use moderation tools to check a viewer’s history [7] but are not satisfied with the features of
these tools and hope to have more information about viewers and violators [5]. While this thread
of research discusses the need and necessity of more evidence for moderation, they do not specify
what type of evidence they need, how they collect the evidence, and consequently, how to use
these shreds of evidence to evaluate potential violations and punish potential violators.
The need of understanding evidence collection in community moderation and the lack of framework in user profiling literature to understand violators indicate the potential of a new lens to
build a connection between community moderation and profiling research. Additionally, much
research also introduces various types of justice (e.g., social justice, retributive justice, restorative
justice) from the criminal justice system to explain online harassment and moderation, and the
justice-seeking process [2, 21, 60, 61, 70]. The inherent role of criminal profiling in the criminal
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justice system and its components (evidence collection and analysis, and the deduction of offender’s
characteristics) in the definition suggests that criminal profiling may serve as a good lens to understand mods’ profiling process when they face potential violators at a conceptual level. In line with
the definition of criminal profiling and applying it to live streaming communities, we asked the
following questions:
• RQ1: What kind of evidence do mods collect to profile violators?
• RQ2: How do mods collect these types of evidence?
• RQ3: What are the types of violators that mods perceive?
The online environment makes the application of this lens slightly different from the offline
world. First, online behaviors become part of the evidence. In online communities, harmful content
is considered crime scene evidence and reflects online behavior. Most types of evidence relevant
to physical evidence (e.g., blood, body drag, glass fragments) are not applicable to the online
environment. Second, the offender is already identified in live streaming communities, so the
profiling is not to find the offender but to evaluate whether or not the mod should punish him and
to what extent the punishment should be. Instead of directly banning users, they may also look
for other evidence. Third, researchers in criminal profiling rely heavily on the captured offenders’
self-reported information to figure out their characteristics. In live streaming communities, mods
as non-experts directly communicate with violators and can access various information.
3

TWITCH AS THE RESEARCH SITE

As a unique social medium with high-fidelity computer graphics and video and low-fidelity textbased communication [36], live streaming is a rapidly growing industry. Twitch has become a
global leading live steaming platform, starting from gaming content and expanding into a range of
all imaginable content categories. In early 2020, it had more than 3 million active monthly creators
and over 15 million average daily streamers 1 . It is estimated to surpass 40 million US users by the
end of 2021 2 . On Twitch, users can create their profiles under the profile settings, such as updating
profile picture (displayed as a head image), adding profile banner (displayed as the background on
the top of their homepages), changing username (username updates can be performed once every
60 days), and adding bio information (displayed as “About” if other users check their profile). When
joining a chatroom, users can click a viewer’s username to see the viewer’s basic information in
the channel. A further click of the username will forward the user to the viewer’s homepage.
To handle the user-generated content, Twitch employs a multi-layered moderation system,
including both automated moderation tools and human mods, although it continues to change its
structure. At a broad level, the company has employees who are well-trained people and mostly
handle inappropriate broadcasting content that has been reported by users with common criteria
for the entire community [75]. At a micro level, Twitch users form micro-communities [79] around
streamers, and streamers appoint volunteer mods who are active community members to handle
other users and messages in the chat with specific criteria. Since each micro-community operates
under different criteria, users may behave variously across different micro-communities. Also,
streamers and mods can choose to activate/deactivate a moderation tool called AutoMod that
uses algorithms to filter abusive messages. Twitch also has an open-access API for the integration
of thirty-party moderation tools. Mods have to track a high volume of fast-moving messages,
identify the negative ones, and take action within a limited time because of the nearly-synchronous
conversation in the chat [66, 79]. This poses unique challenges because it means they have very
limited time to make decisions about what moderation actions they will take. The interactive social
1 https://www.twitch.tv/p/press-center/

2 https://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/twitch-on-pace-to-surpass-40-million-viewers-by-2021/
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medium context with unique challenges of moderation, in addition to the lack of understanding of
how human mods profile violators in community moderation, motivated us to focus on volunteer
mods and their moderation of viewers and messages in the chat.
4

METHODS

Since the profiling process happens behind the scene, we chose the observation plus interview
method to explore the research questions. The observation allowed us to see the whole moderation
process, from seeing a violation to finally sanctioning the violator. The interview alongside the
video allowed us to recall the moderation actions with mods and then to ask questions about their
decision-making process. The school IRB approved this project, and the consent form was sent to
participants before the interview through either email or Discord.
We offered two options for mods to participate. The first option (A) was to share with us a
self-recorded video of the screen when they were moderating. After we reviewed the video, we
scheduled the interview. Mods received a $100 Amazon gift card after the interview. Because some
mods had strong privacy and safety concerns and/or felt uncomfortable with recording, we provided
a second option (B) with a $50 Amazon gift card, only conducting a semi-structured interview but
asking them to provide necessary examples (e.g., screenshots, video clips) during the interview.
4.1

Participant Recruitment and Demographics

We recruited 19 participants through three approaches. First, we reached the potential participants
through the email list that we collected from Twitch Convention 2019 and received six responses.
Twitch Convention is a gathering of the Twitch community hosted by Twitch to provide the
opportunity for streamers, moderators, viewers, and merchandisers to meet offline. We recruited
from Twitch Convention offline to increase diversity and avoid the bias of only recruiting people
online. Second, one research assistant who was also a Twitch mod asked other mods in the channels
he moderated to recruit five participants. Third, we used our personal Twitch accounts and browsed
the recommended channels on the Twitch homepage. We first entered live channels to observe for
5-10 minutes. After we saw active mods, we asked and obtained eight mods. We had 12 male mods
and seven female mods. The average age was 23. Most mods were white. The average moderation
experience was three years, ranging from half a year to eight years. Most primarily moderated
gaming communities. 10 mods chose option A, and nine mods chose option B. The viewership of
the channel in option A varied from tens to thousands. Details are summarized in Appendix A.
4.2

Video Analysis and Interview Process

We first ran a pilot study with the mod in our team. Three researchers interviewed the mod to
test the flow of the interview protocol and watched the mod’s moderation practices to decide the
reasonable length of recorded video for the observation. The pilot video was one and a half hours
long, with 105 active viewers on average in the chat. We observed a lot of violations and repeating
moderation in the full video, even in the first hour, and thus considered one hour a reasonable
length for the observation. All the participants were encouraged to share with us a one-hour-length
video through Google Drive. To analyze the video, we focused on moderation related actions and
developed a codebook for video coding (1, explain; 2, delete; 3, warning; 4, timeout; 5, ban; 6, should
have moderated but not (ignored); 0, other interesting issues). An explain is the rule explanation in
the chat; a delete means the message was removed in the chat; a warning means sending a warning
message to the viewer in the chat; a timeout is a temporary block from minutes to hours; a ban is a
permanent block, indicating the violator can not send a message in the chat anymore. Warning,
delete, timeout, and ban can be achieved via bot command that is alongside the username and
badges, as shown in Figure 1. In the coding process, we focused on these actions and excluded
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mods’ social interaction, such as greeting newcomers and just chatting with viewers. Each video
was analyzed by two researchers separately to identify the timestamps of each relevant action.
Then, the two researchers discussed their results to achieve consistent timestamps.
All the interviews were conducted after the video analysis and through Discord. Before the
interview, we opened the recorded video on our side and also asked mods to open the video on their
side. In the interview, we first asked some general questions about their moderation experience,
such as which platforms they moderate for and how long they have been moderating. Then we
asked some questions about providing examples of moderation decisions they made. Later, we
asked them to look at the video for each timestamp that we noted and to explain their decisions.
For example, “At 35:04 (35 mins and four secs), I saw you deleted the message and banned the user.
What was your rationale to make that decision?” For mods who chose option B, we skipped these
questions. After questions on video analysis, we asked questions about profiling, such as what
kind of information helped them moderate and what the reasons/motivations were for users to
perform badly. Since option B did not share video to help us gain context, we often asked follow-up
questions such as “do you have a specific example to show us?”, “can you give us an example?” and
“can you explain more about this?” These follow-up questions reminded them of something they
recorded and saved from their end. They thus shared the content with us via Discord during the
interview. In the end, we asked for demographic information. The interview protocol and process
followed a consistent structure for both options, except that the video plus interview option added
several questions for each timestamp, and that the interview-only option asked more follow-up
questions about examples. All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed by speech recognition
software 3 , and then double-checked by the researchers.
4.3

Interview Analysis

We imported all transcripts into ATLAS.ti Cloud 4 for collaborative coding. First, four researchers
individually went through all transcripts to have general ideas. Next, four researchers picked up a
transcript with abundant content to code individually. After individual coding, four researchers
had a group meeting to discuss the codes and clarify the definitions. All codes with definitions
were archived. Four researchers, repeating the above steps, coded three transcripts to develop an
initial codebook. By following the initial codebook, each transcript of the rest was coded by two
researchers individually and discussed later to achieve consistency. During this process, any new
codes were added to the initial codebook with a definition. The other two researchers then reviewed
the new codes and their definitions for agreement and applied the updated codebook to code the
next transcript in sequence. After finishing thecoding, the authors exported codes to a spreadsheet
to iteratively organize relevant codes under each research question to form subcategories and
categories (see supplemental files).
5 RESULTS
Before identifying the violations, mods usually monitored the chat and sometimes interacted with
viewers. Sometimes, they could not define whether the messages in the chat were violations. They
waited for more information to evaluate the purpose and meaning of the messages. P3 (M, 23) said,
“It’s difficult sometimes to ascertain things, but as long as people aren’t saying, ‘Oh you look awful’, or
things like that, I’ll usually leave, and I’ll try and gather more information and see what they’re going
to do in the chat because more often than not, I can’t predict the future, at least give them the chance
to talk.” For lightweight issues, several mods reported that they tended to give people chances
3 https://www.temi.com/

4 https://atlasti.com/cloud/
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and “watch and see” (P12, M, 21). Once the mods confirmed the violation in the chat, the profiling
process was triggered and involved evidence identification, evidence collection, and violator type
formation with possible punishment.
5.1

Evidence Types

To answer the first research question, ‘What kind of evidence do mods collect to profile violators?’
we adopted physical evidence types [16, 17] from the criminal profiling framework and identified
three types of evidence applicable to online communities. According to our observation of mods’
activities, they conducted evidence collection in a very specific sequence. We followed the sequence
of how mods processed information and presented this section.
5.1.1 Action Evidence. Action evidence refers to information that reflects the online behaviors. For
example, in Figure 2, the message “fresk is bad” was considered action evidence that reflected the
violator’s intention and behavior to harass the streamer and was deleted. This user specifically
pronounced the streamer’s name and said the streamer was “bad”. Mods reported many different
types of behaviors/acts, such as being malicious, trolling, spam, racism, and sexual perversion.
These violations have been broadly discussed in prior work (e.g., [26, 31, 39]). In addition, mods
also noted that disruptive behaviors such as nonsense-talking in the public chatroom broke the
synchronous experience, though these messages did not break the rule. If the disruptive behaviors
went far and caused trouble to other users, mods would step in and sanction these behaviors.
Mods sanctioned violators differently after they turned the one-time offensive action into repeated
offenses, such as P18 (F, 20): “Sometimes they don’t realize that their message is offensive, but people
like that who says things impulsively. I know their intention. So I just delete it, and if they keep going,
I just give a timeout.”
5.1.2 Ownership Evidence. Ownership evidence refers to information that reflects the identity or
source of the violator. It consisted of offensive usernames and throwaways accounts, username
position, badges, channel status, and account status. Though a few types of the above evidence
were more or less mentioned in live streaming research (e.g., badges and throwaway accounts), we
considered them necessary components to represent the holistic picture of the profiling process
and explain them from the profiling and moderation perspective.
Offensive Usernames and Throwaway Accounts. Usernames were observable evidence that was
directly and visually collected by mods. Before the violation happened, mods in most cases considered offensive usernames as heuristic indicators of the potential violation and tried to avoid their
influence in the community. Offensive usernames “indicate more that they’re there to cause trouble
rather than to actually participate” (P8, F, 18). These users circumvented the rules, and the username
display was too offensive to be consistent with the channel’s value. For example, P12 (M, 21) shared
two offensive usernames via Discord during the interview: a sexual username like “Ice_wallo_come”
meant I swallow cum, and a sexual harassment username towards underrepresented groups like
“ray_ping_minors” meant raping minors. Mod worked with the streamer to “ask for them to switch
over to a new account if they want to watch” (P7, M, 18). In most cases, offensive usernames can be
considered indicators of potential violators and paid special attention to these users. However, in
some cases, it was context-dependent, and mods relied on other clues to figure out the purpose of
users.
After the violation, an offensive username alongside a negative message (action evidence)
provided additional information and enhanced mods’ judgment on whether the user was an
intentional violator. They noted that they would carefully check the user’s account information.
P2 (M, 19) expressed his logic: “I typically immediately click a toxic name with a toxic message.
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(a) Box 1: the LeaderBoard; Box 2: badges; the icons (b) A moderator checks a user’s message history: this
alongside each blurred usernames are three com- user sent only 5 messages in the chat with 0 timeout,
mands: ban, timeout, delete.
bans, and mod comments.
Fig. 1. Screenshots of the interface from a moderator’s view integrated with different moderation tools.

That makes sense.” Mods also used usernames to identify what they perceived to be throwaway
accounts. P17 (M, 21) described that accounts with “a bunch of numbers ” were “obviously throwaway
accounts”. In order to further judge whether it was a throwaway account, P5 (F, 27) stated that she
would “go through and check their profile and see if it’s like blank or anything”. If the account history
was empty, there was a high chance that the suspicious account was a throwaway account. Unlike
typical throwaway accounts using letters and numbers, some accounts directly harassing others by
saying something negative about a specific user or the streamer could also be considered offensive
usernames.
Username Position. The username position on the Leaderboards 5 (a Twitch feature for the
streamer to give viewers’ recognition by pinning gifters’ and cheerers’ usernames to the top of the
chat window, as shown in Figure 1a Box 1) also played a role. P3 (M, 23) explained that a big donation
made the username appear on top of the chat for a certain amount of time, indicating support and
contribution to the community. Mods recognized these usernames, had a higher tolerance when
these users violated the rules, and were less likely to punish them, compared with users not on the
Leaderboards.
Badges. Along with a username were the badges owned by the user (As shown in Figure 1a Box
2). Twitch offered users different types of badges 6 specific to the channels, such as cheering chat
badges (users purchasing virtual currency-bits and paying bits for special animated emotes to cheer
the chat and support the streamer) and subscriber badges (users paying a monthly fee to support
5 https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/leaderboards-guide?language=en_US

6 https://help.twitch.tv/s/article/twitch-chat-badges-guide?language=en_US
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Fig. 2. A message deleted, and a user timed out by P18. The icons alongside the blurred usernames are
commands without any badges, such as ban, two different timeouts, delete, etc.

the streamer and owning different badges by subscribing different lengths ). An active user usually
owned various badges, either through purchasing subscriptions to the streamer or for free (e.g.,
VIP badge denoted by the streamer to recognize the loyal members). Usernames with badges were
less suspicious than those with no badge. P12 (M, 21) described, “ The first thing that stands out to
me about a user is if they have badges or not. That’s like, whether you’re a subscriber or if you have
Twitch Prime, or if you have anything. If you have a badge, generally speaking, it’s less suspicious
than just a regular account with no badge.” P12 also explained that an account with no badge would
make him “curious” and “click” it.
Channel Status. Channel status refers to the user information and activities in the channel (microcommunity). Mods also reviewed channel status, specifically, following date and subscription
status in the channel, by quickly clicking on the username. Subscription meant that users paid a
monthly fee to support the streamer in the channel, indicating the enjoyment of the content and
the contribution to the streamer. P8 (F, 18) noted, “People typically don’t throw money at the people
they want to mess with and make a bad day.” Thus, the subscription was a good reflection of a
user’s intent. Through the observation, we asked P18 (F, 20) why she timed out a user. According to
Figure 2, the user typed “fresk is bad” and got a 10-minute timeout. Fresk was the streamer’s name,
and the mod considered it a personal attack: “What I do to judge is I check if the person is a sub.
As you can see, he’s not a subscriber as well, so I know he’s not really joking.” In P18’s explanation,
subscription status could also be reflected by the subscriber badge alongside the username. In this
example, the username had no badge and got a timeout.
Mods also checked the following date to distinguish the regular from new users. Following a
channel was free and an indication of a user’s interest in the stream. After following the channel,
users could send messages in some follower-only chat channels. P2 (M, 19) explained, “I would say
I would click on their names, and I’ll check their following age and see if they’re following the person
that they hosted from or see that it’s a random person who just saw because of the high number of
viewer count, and if it was a toxic message, and they were just following the person, then I would time
them out.” In P2’s sense, a short following time with toxic content suggested the user’s intent to
harass others. Overall, channel status indicated the loyalty and interest of the community. Mods
had the mental model that users with long following time and subscription periods were valuable
community members and less likely to be sanctioned.
Account Status. Account status refers to the user information and activities on the platform
(community). Four mods stated that they would check account age that determined the user’s
length on this platform by clicking on the username. They consistently agreed that the account age
was a good indicator of a troll account or throwaway account. We observed P3 (M, 23) checked
a user’s account information after a user typed “wtf” in the body painting channel and asked
him why he checked and what he was looking for: “Usually when people say something like that, I
immediately think, okay, how old is the account? Do I need to ban them? But I don’t believe he said
anything else, so I kind of just let it go.” According to P3 and our observation, the account was
created in 2019, so it was an old account, and he also checked the message history, indicating this
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was the first message of the user. Thus, he “let it go” and gave the violator another chance. He
further explained why he considered account age very important for his moderation: “If somebody
makes a throwaway account, they can just make a new one right after. They don’t have to worry about,
then bans technically won’t even matter, but if it’s an older account, more often than not, I’m less
likely to ban them.” Typically, throwaway accounts were created in a short time; thus the account
was new and usually untrustworthy. P7 (M, 18) also reported similar logic: “I can check the account
creation date, so I’ll know if this person just made their account two hours ago. Chances are it’s just
like a troll account. So there’s no harm if we just ban it, but that isn’t to say if the person’s had an
account for six years, they wouldn’t do something like that. So it’s called context-based. I would say
I’m harsher towards accounts that were recently made because I feel like you’re making an account
to troll, like you’re going to get banned.” Similar to channel status, account status with longer age
was considered more valuable to the community. Differently, channel status only reflected the
activities in a specific channel, but account status reflected the account activities on the platform.
The platform contained thousands of different channels. A poor channel status did not necessarily
indicate a poor account status and vice versa. Mods relied on both.
5.1.3 Sequential Evidence. Sequential evidence refers to information that indicates the sequence
of the act (e.g., chat messages with timestamps). Mods reported scrutinizing a user’s message
history to 1) gain context of a specific situation or a user, 2) identify the behavioral pattern, and 3)
review moderation history with timestamps. The difference between action evidence and sequential
evidence was that action evidence emphasized the single action reflected by the chat message,
while sequential evidence emphasized the actions in the sequence.
Chat Context (Recent Chat). Mods often collected chat history to gain the context of a specific
situation. Checking chat history facilitated their moderation actions. P19 (M, 26) stated, “We can
see their past messages. So sometimes we’ll look at that and see what started the argument and like,
why were they arguing with each other, why were they talking to each other?” Similarly, P15 (M,
31) expressed that he usually “scroll up in the chat and find out what the context is.” By comparing
chat history, mods resolved the issue fairly. P13 (M, 29) described that he often went back to the
message history to “compare” everyone’s message to gain “ a little more context” and resolved the
issue. Mods also used chat history to gain an understanding of the users. P19 (M, 26) explained
how he used previous messages to know users’ temperament: “I look for what they say because I
never really like just anything that jumps out as toxicity or overall negativity. That’s not worthy of
me banning them just because of what they’ve previously said, but it does let me know what kind of
temperament they have.” According to P19, checking previous messages was a way to understand
the “temperament” of potential violators.
In some cases, though the users seemed to perform well, they might break the rules later. Several
mods reported that if they saw single-letter expressions, which were indicators of potential spam
and personal attack, they started to check the recent chat history. P15 (M, 31) said that violators
used one-word messages to spell out something inappropriate, and they watched out for this type
of message regularly. In rare cases, mods would like to sanction first if they lack context. P14 (F, 28)
explained her moderation preference (sanctioning first, then revoking if the violator explained) and
shared with us a video clip of a Whisper conversation with the violator (see Figure 3). She revoked
the sanction after the violator sent a private message to explain the situation and apologized. She
kindly reminded the violator to be careful and explained that the violator had only four messages
in the chat history.
Behavioral Pattern via Chat History. Mods used chat history to identify the behavioral pattern
of violators. P17 (M, 21) described his identification of a recurring troll: “If they keep saying the
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Fig. 3. A screenshot of Whisper conversation between a viewer and a mod on Twitch. After a violator
apologized, the mod unbanned them with an explanation and maintained the “violator” in the community.

same shit over and over again, like someone asks a question, right? I answered, and they ask again.
That happens too many times, and then I click on his name, and I checked: ‘Wait, is he like spamming
the question or not?’” In Figure 1b, P17 (M, 21) checked a user chat history after the user typed
“crybaby” and explained, “I see something in chat, and I’m like, okay, is this guy toxic like usual? Is he
usually toxic? Is it like a one-time occurrence, right? So I’m looking [at] his chat log to see.” P17 found
that there were only five previous messages and that this was a one-time occurrence, so he decided
to let it go. The behavioral pattern not only showed what has happened but also predicted what
could happen (P13, M, 29).
Moderation History. Moderation history included the messages being banned and timed out.
Some messages were under the same moderation action, and some were even the same. These
messages were repeated offenses instead of generally repeated behaviors. P12 (M, 21) described how
he checked the repeated offensive messages in moderation history as references: “I see if they’ve
been banned before because if they’re a repeat offender, I don’t even think about it. They’re just going
to get banned again. Things like, have they sent where they banned for the exact same message before?
Where they timed out for the exact same message before in a different stream? That sort of thing.”
According to P12, mods checked “the exact same” offensive behaviors through the moderation
history. The same messages guided them to sanction the violators. Interestingly, mods indicated
that they also referred to evidence from different streaming channels.
Generally, among the three types of evidence, action evidence works as a trigger, ownership
evidence as a start, and sequential evidence as a supplement. After seeing a negative message
(action evidence), instead of commonly filtering and blocking as moderation strategies, mods first
use visual cues such as username and badges to form an impression quickly (ownership evidence),
then check account information to make sure whether this is a first-time violator (ownership and
sequential evidence). If they lack the context, most of them would like to give users another chance
and track with close attention (sequential evidence), waiting for more evidence to understand the
context and intent.
5.2

Evidence Collection

To answer the second research question: how mods collect these types of evidence, we found
that mods collected these types of evidence in five different ways, including documenting, coexperiencing with viewers as inference, collaborating with moderation teams (across channels),
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gaining knowledge from users by staying in the community for a long time, and relying on
moderation tools.
5.2.1 Documenting. A few mods stated that they shared a spreadsheet containing violators’ information with notes in the moderation team. They also did cross-channel documenting, which meant
several channels individually documented the violators and shared with others. Documenting was
a way to mainly collect ownership evidence. P15 (M, 31) described how the information collected
on a Google document helped him gain context of the violation: “We have a shared Google document.
It has a list of not finding the word, but people that have caused problems in the past for timeout or
ban or whatever. If I lack context in a situation in that community, then I can go to that spreadsheet.
I can search for that person’s name, and I can see if they’ve been a problem in the past or if this is
their first infraction.” Furthermore, P15 stated that they also shared the document across different
moderation teams so that other channels could pay close attention to these violators: “We have a
sheet that is just for known troublemakers, so moderation teams from other streams will see. These
are the people that we had issues with. Here are their usernames so that you can be aware, and then
somebody comes in, and they start saying something that they might seem to be innocent at first, but
we know based on the information from another moderation team that this is someone who has been a
problem in the past, so we can watch out for them if they start to go down a path of being a troll or
whatever.” According to P15, mods applied external platforms that were not initially designed for
moderation to collaboratively moderate, either within the channel or across different channels.
5.2.2 Co-experiencing with Viewers as Inference. Some mods reported that they were viewers
and watched other channels that streamed similar content to their moderated channel. Similar
streaming content attracted similar types of viewers. Thus, they knew the background and actions
of violators in other channels. When these violators came into their channels, they recognized
them. For example, P7 (M, 18) stated, “There’re also people from other streams that come in, I know
from their stream, their respective place.” P13 (M, 29) described how he recognized viewers from
other streams through ownership evidence: “Some people have some pretty weird names, right?
You can kind of see. When you see the kind of stuff that you don’t really think is right, you kind of
subconsciously remember it a little more.”
5.2.3 Collaborating with Moderation Teams (Across Channels). Many mods also reported that
they collaborated with other mods in either the team of the channel or teams across channels
in mainly three ways (asking other mods’ opinions within the channel, cross-channel log check,
and multiple channel moderation ). The nuanced difference between cross-channel log check and
cross-channel documenting was that log check included all chat history while documenting only
included violation behaviors. The difference between co-experiencing with viewers as inference
and multiple channel moderation was that mods were viewers in other channels in the former
situation and were moderators in other channels in the latter situation.
Some mods asked other mods’ opinions, like sending a “screenshot of the message or log” (P18, F,
20) to others when they lacked background information of a particular viewer, in line with prior
work that mods had group discussion during the moderation process [66]. A few mods stated that
they had a collaboration with other streamers and could conduct cross-channel log check through
third-party platforms. P14 (F, 28) described how her team applied a third-party platform called
Overrustlelog 7 , a public chat log website for Twitch channels, to collaborate with other streams:
“I know all of our mods, we do this like, for example, a lot of people don’t like XXX. She’s another
streamer, and we’ve had to ban a few of our people that went over to her chat to be toxic. We know this
because we saw in her Overrustlelog, so it wasn’t just hearsay ... We’ve had to cross ban people that
7 https://overrustlelogs.net/
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got from our community had gone over to her chat to be douchebags, and so we’ll ban them in our
chat.” According to P14, mods sometimes moderate not only violators within their channels but
also users who were considered violators in other channels though they did not break the rule in
their channels.
A few mods also noted that they moderated across different channels sharing similar viewers,
and the viewers’ behaviors in other channels could be indicators of their decisions of the current
channel. P10 (M, 18) shared his experience moderating two streams with the same content: “When
both streamers are live, or when they were streaming together, like playing this together, you would
have viewers in one chat that are toxic in one chat that would obviously be toxic in the other. Since I’m
a moderator for both, it’s kinda clear. I remember viewers from one chat that break the rules a lot.”
Some violators kept the same username across different channels; mods easily remembered their
names. P8 (F, 18) stated: “A lot of the time people that are there to cause problems, they don’t change
accounts. They just keep the same name, so what you find in maybe one person’s stream, you might
ban them, and then you might see their name a few hours later, and you’ll go, I remember that name.”
Both P10 and P8 in common described they remembered violators’ names in a short time, either at
the same time or “a few hours later”. Team collaboration mainly relied on usernames as references
and violation history to gain context. Mods also expressed the challenge of identifying violators if
they completely changed their usernames across different channels.
5.2.4 Gaining Knowledge from Users by Staying in the Community for a Long Time. Some mods
stated that they had been in similar communities for a long time and recognized viewers through
frequent seeing. P15 (M, 31) said, “I’ve been in this channel for seven years at this point. You spent time
in channels over time, you learn the regulars, you get to know them, and you recognize them.” Similarly,
P6 (F, 34) said some users actively appeared in Twitch chat and Discord channel to interact with
others, and mods “kind of know how long they’ve been around”. Combining the frequent seeing of
usernames with other evidence helped mods figure out the intent of users. P16 (M, 24) explained,
“So they’ve subscribed to XXX, I think that’s a five or six-year badge, so that’s a lot of money to give to
XXX. I’ve seen their names a lot. I can tell that they like XXX, So if that person types the same message,
I fucking hate you, and I’m going to probably understand it as ‘oh he’s jokingly hating the person.’”
According to P16, mods combined account status, badges, and frequently seeing users to interpret
users’ behaviors, finding out that this user was “jokingly hating the person”.
5.2.5 Relying on Moderation Tools. Most mods applied various bots in addition to the AutoMod
offered by Twitch to facilitate the moderation process. Many mods applied third-party tools, such
as Better Twitch TV and FrankerFaceZ, to customize moderation action, similar to prior work
[5]. As shown in Figure 2, there was a list of customized buttons in front of the username. At the
same time, tools allowed mods to collect various types of evidence such as account age, channel
status, and message history in the channel. For example, P5( F, 27) sometimes “go through and
check their profile” to determine throwaway accounts with the assistance of moderation tools. They
mainly collected ownership evidence and sequential evidence, Figure 1b showed a typical interface
of Twitch AutoMod. This account was created in 2018, indicating that it was an old account. It
followed this channel in 2020, several months ago. Bans and timeouts were “0”, indicating it might
be a good user. Moderation tools provided the necessary information to help mods form the first
impression on users quickly.
5.3

Types of Violators

To answer the third research question, ‘What are the types of violators that mods perceive?’ we
identified five types of violators. Moreover, “racist” and “sexist” were commonly mentioned by
mods with a consistent attitude towards sanctions. They are easily recognized via action evidence
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and sequential evidence, with the assistance of ownership evidence. Mods would ban them without
further consideration. We present the other five types of violators reflecting mods’ complex attitude
and decision-making process.
5.3.1 Violators Performing Malicious Mischief. Criminal mischief, also called malicious mischief,
refers to behaviors intentionally damaging another person’s property in criminal justice. Several
mods reported a type of violator who randomly came into a channel to cause trouble and intended
to disrupt the community. For example, P15 (M, 31) said, “You have people who come in ,and they
just want to be malicious. They come in specifically to be disruptive. They come in specifically to cause
an issue, to force the mod team to do something.” Similarly, P6 (F, 34) expressed that this type of
violator wanted to see the anger from the streamer: “I think they just want to get a rise out of the
streamer. They want the streamer to kind of fightback there.” This type of violator took advantage of
the anonymity and pseudonymity of the Internet and obtained excitement from the mischief. P13
(M, 29) said, “Maybe they just appreciate the anonymity or that, and they’re just like, ‘hey, we can
haha, we can get a rise out of people if we do this.’”
5.3.2 Attention and Reaction Seekers. Many mods mentioned that a type of violator was the
attention and reaction seeker. Unlike violators performing malicious mischief, these attention
and reaction seekers did not initially try to cause trouble. They competed for recognition mainly
through sarcasm and troll and for popularity through self-promotion.
Attention Seekers Needing Recognition. Some violators wanted to “get recognition from a streamer”
(P6, F, 34). “They’re trying to get people to notice them, to validate them and their actions, so it’s not
always because they disliked the stream or they disliked the viewers. It’s because they need to be seen and
recognized, and they have the need to be validated,” said P15 (M, 31). These violators broke the rules
because they had the desire to be recognized by others. Once their needs were recognized and fully
fulfilled, violators might “turn to normal people” ( P19, M, 26). However, the overwhelming messages
made the streamer not recognize them. P4 (M, 18) explained that “everybody wants attention” and
said, “Because they like watching the streamer, so they want attention from the streamer, reading
the question, answering it or saying hello to them. It’s a personal connection through the screen.”
In P4’s sense, attention for recognition was considered a strong personal connection with the
streamer. Massive viewers wanted to be recognized by the streamer, thus forming completion. In
order to stand out, some violators attempted to be sarcastic or make trolls. P3 (M, 23) suggested
that some sarcastic jokes were in the “grey area”. Thus, mods needed to put it into the context of
the conversation to interpret its meaning. For example, P19 (M, 26) told us that they could usually
differentiate whether it was a sarcastic or toxic comment: “We can usually tell because there’d be
other types of comments in there. There’ll be conversational comments with other chatters. There’ll be
other statements about stream ... Those would normally be considered a toxic comment, then put into
context of what they love, what other things they said, and you realize it’s potentially not toxic. It’s
potentially just sarcasm.” According to P19, mods mentally categorized comments into different
types and applied the chat history as a context to interpret the underlying meaning of the messages.
Mods relied mostly on sequential evidence to make the judgment. In extreme cases, some violators
experienced mental health issues in offline life and started the “psychological cry for help” (P15,
M, 31) online. P16 (M, 24) explained that he believed the violators were not negative offline, and
most violators did not have an outlet to let all anger and depression out in real life, so they came to
online communities.
Attention Seekers Seeking Popularity. Another type of attention seeker was violators who wanted
to gain popularity by promoting themselves in other streams. P4 (M, 18) described that some
streamers (competitors) in small channels went to the big channels to post advertisements and
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“make as much noise as they can”. Gaining popularity was the main reason, and “attention, popularity,
intention kind of go hand in hand ”. P4 added, “They can make a disturbance and say, you know, go
follow me on this, on their social media sites, or they’ll shout themselves out in front of thousands of
people in chat. That’s obviously not acceptable.” Similarly, P6 (F, 34) noted, “You have the kind of
attention seekers who will hop in and be like, ‘hey, look at me. I’m a streamer to those.’ We don’t like
those. I don’t want other people advertising, so we get rid of them.” P4 and P6 indicated this type of
attention seeker were not “acceptable” and would like to “get rid of them”.
5.3.3 Immature Juvenile. Four mods mentioned juvenile as a type of violator and usually treated it
differently. P8 (F, 18) explained that she moderated in years and could “pick up on the pattern” to
identify juvenile violators through messages and tones they used: “He tends to talk in caps with
very bad grammar and you can kind of look at that and go, ‘Oh, that is more than likely a little kid
rather than a problem.’ He also thinks like the most random things are funny ... You can tell that they
think it’s really funny, and that tends to be more of childish humor. It doesn’t mean everyone with that
humor is a child, but it leans more towards being a child.” According to P8, juveniles preferred using
capital letters with bad grammar. The language pattern also indicated that juveniles and adults had
different senses of humor. P15 (M, 31) supported P8’s explanation: “They’ll use the letter U instead
of the word YOU, they’ll use the letters UR instead of YOUR, and they’ll do a lot of things like that to
make it abbreviated, to use what people called ‘tech speak.’”
After mods identified the pattern of juveniles, they preferred communication to sanctioning.
P8 said, “We try to talk to them more than actually take action against them because we’re trying
to help them understand why what they’re doing isn’t proper.” P15 further shared an example: “He
went straight to saying very inappropriate things about the streamer and [the streamer] talked to him,
asked him what was going on, and I ended up stepping in and talking to him, asked him if he needed
to talk, ended up talking to the kid for a couple of hours that night and come to find out his parents
were going through a divorce, and his dad had abused his mother that day and then left the house, so
he was upset. He didn’t know how to properly vent his feelings, and his way was to go onto Twitch and
try and be a troll. So ended up talking to him for a few hours, and then he became an active member of
the community for a couple of years after that.” According to P15, consistently, mods reported that
some violators experienced mental health issues and used online communities to vent emotions
they suffered from offline life. Mods tended to have a strong tolerance for juveniles’ violations and
would like to help. In this sample, communication helped the juvenile and transferred the violator
to an active community member.
5.3.4 Repeated Offenders with Contributive Participation. Mods stated that some violators were
toxic regulars but also active community members. These violators kept breaking the rules, accepting
punishments, still staying in and contributing to the community, and breaking the rules later. These
violators were “stubborn” and “unable to adapt or change” (P12, M, 21) but valuable community
members. P16 (M, 24) said, “The part that makes me like them is that they do actually interact with
the chat room. It’s like they talk to each other. They talk to the streamer. Occasionally with frequency,
they will break the rules. It’s like a very nice criminal that you consistently arrest, but they’re always
respectful to you. They’re respectful to the content of the streamer. They’re respectful to the streamer.
They’re respectful to everybody else in the chat room, but they just have this habit of getting in trouble.”
According to P16, some violators having the “habit of getting in trouble” are active community
members and “respectful” to the community. These violators are considered “nice criminals” because
they accepted the mistakes they made and the sanctions that they were given with no intention to
leave the community. Some mods had mixed feelings and concerns about the punishment for this
type of violator. Generally, they sanctioned them differently, considering their contributions. P9
(M, 19) shared his experience moderating “active” but also “toxic” viewers: “So it’s very difficult to
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decide how we’re going to deal with them because they’re still a very active part of the community.
They’re contributing a lot to the community. It’s just like, occasionally they make mistakes that are
against the rules, but we punish them differently because they’re adding a lot to the community and
they’re like helping. So it kind of gets hard to figure out what sort of punishment we’re going to give
them.” According to P9, mods sanctioned the repeated offender and repeated offenders with active
participation differently and experienced difficulty in deciding the sanction level to this type of
violator.
5.3.5 Aggressive and Hostile Attackers. Another type of violator was viewers who were aggressive
and hostile. This type of violator could be easily triggered to start harassing or attacking others.
P12 (M, 21) said, “We have viewers who come in, and they do stuff they’re not supposed to do, and
then they get timed out for it, not necessarily banned, but then they get aggressive. So they’ll either
in my whispers, ‘why’d you time me out? You’re a piece of shit. Like kill yourself’... or after the 10
minutes they’ll come back and chat, ‘Wow, your mods are absolutely trash, blah, blah, blah, like fuck
you.’” In this case, the violator was not satisfied with the moderation and started the aggressive
behaviors through either Whisper or the public chat to attack the mod. Some violators who got
banned in Twitch communities targeted other relevant communities to continue the attack. P14
(F, 28) shared an example of a violator posting on the subreddit of the Twitch channel to accuse
that mods abused the power of banning people, and then the Twitch mods and the violator started
the argument on Reddit. In other cases, if mods understood violators’ personalities and knew their
intent, they might allow it. P6 (F, 34) said, “I know we’ve had one person that’s been a regular, and
she’ll often do the backhanded threat of ‘I will cut you’. We know she’s not going to, but it’s more of
that feisty spirit more than anything. So it’s like, yeah, we know she’s not really going to attack this
person.” According to P6, though this violator threatened other viewers, the moderator knew this
violator and considered the violation behavior not serious enough to warrant punishment, whereas
someone else who said the same thing might have been subject to a different type of sanction.
6

DISCUSSION

We use criminal profiling as a lens to guide us to understand the mental model of mods who have
a non-expert profiling background when they deal with potential violators. Mods work as both
evidence collectors and profilers in the moderation process. We find that mods mainly collect three
types of evidence in five different ways. The five methods of collecting evidence mainly rely on
individual experience and collaborative work with limited technical support from the platform,
mostly collecting ownership evidence and sequential evidence. After the evidence collection, mods
unconsciously fit violators into mainly five types and apply different moderation strategies.
We clarify that the mental model in this work consists of two parts: the first is about collecting and
using different evidence; the second is about the types of violators requiring different moderation
strategies. The pattern of evidence types and collection might generalize to other online communities
that aim to thrive via extensive effort in the moderation process. The different affordances of
platforms might cause the process to be a little different. For example, on asynchronous platforms
such as Twitter and Reddit, users’ activities such as posts and replies are saved under a user’s
profile, making the evidence collection process comparably easy. Content removal and banning
users are easy and sometimes can effectively decrease toxicity from existent users but force other
users to migrate to other platforms [12]. The types of violators identified in this work show the
complexity of users’ behaviors . These types provide community administrators an alternative
to consider punishment if they aim to maintain community members. Meanwhile, commercial
moderation teams who work for social media and news sites might integrate the mental model
into the moderation process and use it to restrain severe sanctions for first-time offenders.
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Platform Design and Affordance Make Profiling Go Beyond the User’s Profile

A user’s profile often contains registration information and account activities. Prior work has
explored how users on social media sites curate self-presentation to maintain social relationships
with other users through different profile elements, such as a profile image [83, 84], the about me
and interest [37, 52], and the location field [38, 77]. Account activities under a user’s profile provide
cues to understand the user. For example, peers in the open-source community form impressions
about other users’ expertise based on the history of activity across projects and the successful
collaboration with key high-status projects [54].
In live streaming communities, we find that many mods frequently mention they check the
account status and channel status because of the limited information on a user’s profile. The
interface of a user’s homepage is initially designed for those who will be streamers. We speculate
that the design discourages viewers from filling in the relevant information. In addition, different
from posts and feeds on social media sites like Facebook and Twitter, activities such as message
histories and replies are not stored under the user’s profile from the user’s end because of the
synchronicity and ephemerality of the “live” affordance. In other words, after the streamer closes
the stream or the user leaves the channel, the user cannot store or see the message history in the
channel anymore. Once the users leave and come back, the message history is erased and displayed
from the time point the user gets in. In addition, mods have to apply tools to log chat histories
of a user only in the specific micro-community/channel. Mods in the current micro-community
cannot see the message history and violation in other ones. Mods also do not have access to log
data of other micro-communities. The limited information on a user’s profile and the challenges
of acquiring other information compel mods to seek other methods to collect evidence beyond a
user’s profile and across various micro-communities. Thus, understanding evidence collection is
essential to figure out the profiling.
6.2

Profiling as Part of the Moderation for Community Growth

Different from the goal of criminal profiling for crime capture [25], in online communities that
include thousands of micro-communities, the goal of violator profiling is to avoid punishing users,
even help users in some cases, to grow the micro-communities. In our observation, mods rarely
directly ban users only based on the content. Even when they do so, they can easily revoke after users
express remorse and apology. On Twitch, mods frequently play roles to facilitate the community,
such as facilitator, mediator, and adult in the room [62]. Overall, mods are willing to go the extra
mile to retain community members.
6.2.1 Fairness and Justice. In criminal justice systems, retributive justice suggests sanctioning
violators with proportional punishment for their violations [8] and is predominantly applied
on commercial platforms. Most volunteer mods in user-governed micro-communities show a
preference for restorative justice, involving the repair of justice by bringing stakeholders such as
violators, victims, and mediators together to acknowledge and remediate harm [78]. Prior work
shows that retributive justice is not the most effective measure to promote reconciliation, and
restorative justice can potentially complement it to initiate and boost reconciliation [2, 18]. Mods
in live streaming communities often work as facilitators to mediate the conflict in the chat, such as
asking users to change or stop a particular behavior and helping users with trouble in offline life.
Profiling as part of the moderation process in live streaming communities shows an example of
the application of restorative justice to users, supplementing recent work appealing a restorative
justice to support targets of harassment online [60].
The complex behaviors for each type of violator indicate the same standards of punishment to
these violators are considered unfair and unjust. The one-fit-all approach will fail and drift away
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from these potentially valuable users [60]. After profiling, mods identify the types of violators who
need help or unintentionally break the rules. Mods choose to communicate with and take care of
them instead of outright punishing them. The caretaking and restorative approach make these
one-time or one-day violators become loyal community members later. Accordingly, sanction after
profiling could potentially increase the perceived fairness and justice in these spaces.
6.2.2 Bad Act and Bad Actors. Profiling allows mods to ascertain the user as a bad actor not only
based on the bad act at the scene. Our work supplements prior work arguing that moderation
should consider the context [9] and reveals some more sophisticated scenarios. Mods consider not
only the content and context but also the violator’s intent and characteristics, sometimes their
experience, into moderation. Many mods describe they apply the other channel violation as a
reference of moderation action in the current channel; in rare cases, mods rely on what happened
in other channels as a way to understand a user’s personality, not a reference of sanction.
Automated moderation systems heavily rely on the content and consider the bad act as a violation
and sanction bad actors. Our results show that though mods recognize the “bad” actors, it is difficult
for them to assign the punishment in some situations. For example, mods express that they weigh
the violators’ contribution and tend to have more tolerance to repeated offenders with contributive
participation. Notably, many mods consistently express emotional and social support to immature
juveniles and would like to talk with and educate them. They also sanction similar behaviors
differently for other types of violators. For example, knowing the aggressive and hostile attackers’
personalities and intent is critical for mods to decide approval or ban; attention seekers seeking
popularity are directly banned, but those needing recognition depend. Profiling in the moderation
process attempts to decrease the bias and discrimination created by the automated moderation
system [3, 32] and allows mods to distinguish the bad actors from the “bad” act.
6.3

Implications and Recommendations

We propose designs to facilitate collaborative and individual violator profiling and to integrate
violator profiling into the moderation system that combined automated and human processes.
6.3.1 Build a Mechanism for Collaborative Profiling. Mods are collaboratively getting rid of violators, collecting violators’ information across different micro-communities via external tools or
platforms not essentially designed for profiling. According to the official website of OverRustleLogs,
it was shut down in May 2020 at the request of the Twitch Legal team because of privacy concerns.
However, the internal tools only work for a specific channel. We suggest the platform develop a
mechanism that allows all mods at the micro-community level to list violators and to share the
information with other mods at the community level. The pseudonymity of Twitch helps reveal
more information of violation while keeping violators’ real identities safe.
Cross-channel collaborative moderation also indicates the possibility of cross-platform moderation, Tech giants (Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and YouTube) together established the “Global
Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism” in 2017 to coordinate content removal about “violent terrorist
imagery and propaganda” [35]. However, there is little or no collaboration about dealing with
daily online harassment. We propose a mediated system that allows different online communities
to document and share violators’ information to the commercial moderation teams or volunteer
moderation teams. Though commercial moderation teams work behind the scene and are managed
by the platform [58], which can protect the violators’ information privacy while allowing mods to
deal with the violation, we don’t know how to keep the boundary between privacy and profiling in
the volunteer moderation teams, requiring further investigation.
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6.3.2 Facilitate Individual Mod to profile Violators. Some recommendations to facilitate individual
profiling should be highlighted to supplement collaborative profiling. First, we suggest a mechanism
allowing mods to label and tag violators manually. Recent work has developed prototypes to use
algorithms to analyze the message history to automatically label users [41] and summarize messages
as key points [82]. Our findings reveal the complexity of violators’ characteristics. Thus, we suggest
integrating a mechanism (either developed by Twitch or third parties) containing a database with
pre-defined personality traits and violator types in criminology and psychology. These labels might
help mods scrutinize factors that are not achievable by algorithms and allow them manually tag
violators.
Second, we suggest a feature allowing mods to trace username change. Mods explain that
sometimes they can remember the usernames or recognize the users, but the vague memory and
change of usernames increase recognition difficulty. The process is primarily supported by social,
not computational practice, making the recognition very random. The current AutoMod allows
mods to log the message history of users. The pseudonymity of online communities encourages
self-disclosure and free speech [76] but also increases the profiling challenge. We suggest developing
a feature in the moderation tool that can trace the username change history across different microcommunities. These designs align with the current Twitch moderation mechanism, which is only
visible to the streamer and mods to facilitate the moderation process.
6.3.3 Resource for Training and Educating Mods. Prior work shows professional profilers can
produce a more accurate prediction of an unknown offender, comparing to other groups [49]. We
find that mods, as non-experts in profiling, own much power to sanction violators, and the process
sometimes is pretty subjective, varying from person to person. Platforms might offer resources
for training and educating mods to avoid false profiling, such as making online video tutorials to
explain the importance of profiling and integrating the components into the moderation guideline
to show mods how to profile step-by-step.
6.4

Limitation and Future Work

This work suffers several limitations. First, the data collection is from a single platform — Twitch,
which is different from other asynchronous communities. Future work should do cross-platform
research to validate the findings. Second, our participants were mainly in Europe and North America,
but live streaming service is also booming in Asia [53]. Future work can apply our findings in a
cross-cultural context. Third, our participants are mods who are willing to share the video and
content; thus, we may have recruited mods who are more inclined toward restorative justice. We
do not know the justice preference of the mods who are unwilling to share content. Moreover,
whether the recording task affects mods behaviors needs further investigation. Fourth, though
we show profiling violators as a phenomenon in live streaming communities, we can not answer
questions like how frequently mods use profiling in the real-time context. Future research can apply
quantitative methods with log data to explore this question. Additionally, streamers’ characteristics
(e.g., gender, age, preference) and the channel characteristics (e.g., content categories, community
size, clarity of rules) might also have significant effects on how and when mods will choose to
use profiling during the moderation process. Future work can incorporate these characteristics
into algorithmic models to investigate their relationships. Last, we don’t know if the profiles that
moderators create are accurate representations of the violators, as we only focused on moderators’
thought and behavioral processes in constructing these profiles. Future research may want to see if
these profiles are accurate assessments.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we aimed to understand how volunteer mods on Twitch create profiles of violators
before they decide on what action they will take with the violator. We found that profiling improved
mods’ understanding of violators, and they engaged in complex practices of evidence collection and
documentation to create these profiles. These practices happened not just within one community
but across different Twitch communities as well as on different platforms.
Generally, instead of sanctioning violators, mods preferred to go the extra mile to integrate
the violators into the communities. Though they had to sanction some violators, the profiling
led to different sanction decisions. We also found that mods across different micro-communities
collaboratively worked on violator profiling because of the limited information in the user’s profile
and limited technical support from the platform.
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APPENDIX: PARTICIPANT TABLE
Table 1. Demographic and Experience of Participants

ID

Option

Viewership

Category

Experience (yrs)

Age

Race

Gender

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
B
A
B
A
B
B
A
B
A
A
B

18-20
10-15
70-100
—
—
—
30-35
15-20
—
130-150
—
650-1400
—
—
800-1000
—
9000-11000
3000-4000
—

Gaming
Gaming
Art, body painting
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Rhythm & music game
Gaming, video editing
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming, IRL
Gaming, IRL, Drama
Gaming, IRL
Gaming, IRL, eSports
Gaming, IRL
Gaming
Gaming
Gaming

4
4
2.5
1.5
3
3.5
0.5
4
1
2
3
2
3
8
6
3
1.5
1
5

21
19
23
18
27
34
18
18
19
18
19
21
29
28
31
24
21
20
26

Hispanic
African American
Hispanic
White
African American
White
White
White
White
Asian
White
Asian
White
White
White
Pacific Islander
White
White
Asian

F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M

January 2021 (submitted), April 2021 (revised), July 2021 (revised), July 2021 (accepted).
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